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1.1 The status quo of the global economy

Against the backdrop of the global pandemic of Newcastle pneumonia, various conflicts and
problems accumulated in the global economy and finance over the past decade are becoming
increasingly visible, with real industries, residents' confidence, social governance and other areas
suffering from all-round shocks, violent shocks in international financial markets, and various
black swan events. In the future, the global economy is likely to continue to fall into recession,
and in the worst case scenario, it may even enter a long-term depression.

This comes after Bitcoin and its underlying blockchain technology, created in the wake of
the global financial crisis, have sparked a wave of innovation that has changed the way people
think about transferring and storing value. The distributed technology that underpins Bitcoin and
other digital assets decentralizes the task of tracking and verifying financial transactions. This
technological breakthrough simplifies settlement systems that previously relied on error-prone
third-party intermediaries. The inherent advantages of this new technology have led to an
explosion of blockchain-based assets that exist in highly secure blockchain systems. In the
context of blockchain assets, intermediaries that relied on the introduction of counterparties and
settlement risk have been replaced by trustless, open networks.

Internet technology has evolved to new heights, and with it, blockchain is about to enter the
3.0 era, the era of the pass-through economy. The emergence of commercial platforms has made
the "pass-through economy" possible and brought about the development of productivity and
the change of production relations, gradually moving from the original financial field to the more
high-end pass-through economy. In the future, one of the core values of blockchain, passwords,
as a kind of value credentials, will become the application carrier of blockchain network. It is not
only applicable to decentralized incentives, but also embodied in digital economic rights and
interests, so that economic rights and interests can achieve economic growth through blockchain
and let everyone and every role in the whole ecosystem participate in collaboration and
maintenance spontaneously.

With the maturity of blockchain technology and the popularity of cryptocurrencies, the
digital economy has also gained better support. Cryptocurrency is the cornerstone of the
development of the digital economy. It is an irreversible trend to develop the digital economy
and promote digital development. Cryptocurrencies gradually replace paper currencies with a
solid technical foundation and are more adaptable to the needs of future digital economy
development. The main innovation of blockchain is to solve the two inherent problems of
traditional Internet, namely the problem of "data silo" and the problem of "data right". At the
same time, on-chain governance and smart contracts are the innovation of blockchain's own
form of governance. Cryptocurrency is deeply reconstructing the social and economic value
system.
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First, from control to autonomy. The distributed nature of blockchain will weaken
authoritarian values such as hierarchy, closure and control, and strengthen autonomous values
such as equality, openness, collaboration and sharing. Second, the new type of production
incentives brought by cryptocurrencies will also strengthen the shift of autonomy values. As
Tapscott said, blockchain will promote the transformation of traditional capitalism based on
hierarchy and control to the new capitalism of "sharing, cooperation, crowdfunding and self-
organization", and the values of creativity, democracy and participation will be strengthened.
Third, from efficiency to equity. The traditional Internet is cost-driven, and its fundamental goal
is to achieve economic benefits through information intermediation with the highest efficiency,
while blockchain makes the fundamental goal of the Internet to protect transactions, create
value and ensure fairness, legitimacy, security and privacy of transactions, and finally makes
integrity and fairness become core values. Finally, from matter to relationship. When the
Internet was first born, scholars predicted that information would replace electricity and oil as
the axial element of the social economy. Blockchain will further change the order of value, and
openness will replace channels, products, people and even intellectual property as the key to
organizational success, with "links" instead of "possessions" and "network relationships Links"
rather than "possessions" and "network relationships" rather than "closed structures" will
become the source of value. Therefore, the digital economy based on blockchain and
cryptocurrency has led three wind gusts.

The first windfall: Blockchain was born at the end of 2008 and has lasted for 12 years. It has
created numerous miracles with Bitcoin as its leader.

The second windfall: It happened around 2015, mainly researching the second generation of
blockchain technology. By applying smart contracts on blockchain technology to enhance its
application scope. A series of public chains, represented by Ethereum, were born.

The third windfall: With the widespread popularity of the pass-through economy and
commercial platforms, the linking of real businesses is accelerating. The traditional business
model and management thinking are no longer applicable, and the formation of the basic sense
of distributed business law and pass-through system has pointed out the direction for enterprise
chain reform.

Each technological change is a new round of wealth restructuring. With the integration and
development of blockchain, cryptocurrency and digital economy, the new thinking it brings
creates higher business value, thus solving many problems in the process of enterprise
transformation and entrepreneurship. Therefore, the real economy (including the Internet
industry) is applying blockchain technology in practice to improve the pain points in its own
operation. A large number of companies have already started to lay out around blockchain and
digital economy, which will surely bring a new wave of wealth boom.
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1.2 The explosion of the cryptocurrency market

The development of technology has greatly changed the way of human life and production,
and has become the main driving force for the continuous expansion of economic globalization.
Digital technology has promoted the economic revolution and produced the digital economy.
The digital economy has become a new engine of economic growth in the new era, bringing
great opportunities for transformation to the global economy, and improving the efficiency,
productivity and the global competitiveness of enterprises. Before the tuyere of The Times, on
the one hand, the policy and capital are aimed together; on the other hand, various industries
begin to re-examine the future development of the overall industry with digitalization as the core,
and the digital economy driven by digital transformation is growing rapidly.

The outbreak of the digital economy is already a global trend, with the size of the global
digital economy expected to reach $45 trillion by the end of 2021, according to market research
firm IDC. The era of digital economy is more fair, more transparent and more open. It is not only

a change of technology, but also a change of thought —— altruism. The digital economy era is

even more wonderful, not because the relationship between man and machine changes, but
because the relationship of people changes, and in the digital economy era, the digital economy
idea has benefited 20% in the past and 80% in the future.

In the era of the digital economy, cryptocurrencies will play an even more important role.

1) Can reduce the risk of capital trust

Blockchain technology has the characteristics of open source and transparent. The
participants of the system can know the operating rules of the system, verify the authenticity
and integrity of the account content and the construction history of the account book, and
ensure that the transaction history is reliable and not tampered with, which is equivalent to
improving the accountability of the system and reducing the trust risk of the system. For example,
blockchain can avoid the current frequent thunder, run away and other events.

2) It can improve the efficiency of capital payment, transaction and settlement

On the blockchain, the process of transaction recognition is the process of clearing,
settlement and audit. Blockchain uses distributed accounting, and all transactions are displayed
in real time on a spreadsheet platform similar to global sharing, with real-time clearing and
greatly improving efficiency. Blockchain, however, increases efficiency to minutes, which reduces
settlement risk by 99%, thus effectively reducing the cost of capital and systemic risk.
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3) It can effectively prevent faults and attacks

Traditional financial models focus on financial institutions such as exchanges or banks. Once
the center breaks down or is attacked, the overall network may be paralyzed and trading may be
suspended. Blockchain is supported by many distributed nodes and computer servers on the
point-to-peer network, and any part of the problem will not affect the overall operation, and
each node has a copy of the blockchain data. Therefore, the blockchain has built-in business
continuity, with extremely high reliability and fault tolerance.

4) Can improve the level of automation

Since all files or cryptocurrency assets can be represented in the form of code or ledger,
smart contracts and automatic transactions can be implemented on the blockchain by setting up
the data processing programs on the blockchain. For example, a smart contract can write a set of
financial contract terms into an agreement, guaranteeing automatic execution and default
payments.

Tens of thousands who hold more than 1
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1.3 Cryptocurrencies and mining

Blockchain technology is known to the public, besides the technical advantages it has in
itself, the high value return of bitcoin and mining is a more important driving factor. Mining, as
the upstream of the industry chain in the blockchain industry, plays a role in building the
infrastructure and also provides a lot of wealth opportunities to the market.

Blockchain has been developing rapidly in recent years, and is mature enough to support
large-scale commercial applications in terms of performance, ease of use, and operability. At the
same time, the increasing number of blockchain projects also reflects the current market as a
technical support for the hot degree of mining industry from the side.

1) How to mine

Anyone can mine as long as they can connect to the network and have the appropriate
central processing unit CPU, graphics processor GPU, special application integrated circuit ASIC
and other computer equipment, called "mining machine". The process of finding a mathematical
puzzle that makes a block in the ledger difficult to maliciously modify but easy to verify in order
to receive the system's ten-minute bonus of bitcoins is as difficult as mining a mineral, hence the
term "mining".

Mining also involves packaging and verifying thousands of transactions into blocks, proving
that the transferor has enough bitcoins to prevent overpayments, and thus earning bitcoin fees.

2) Earnings Factors of Mining

There are many factors that influence the revenue of digital mining, the most important of
which are the following.

- Mining difficulty: the mining difficulty of bitcoin and ethereum itself, yield, block reward,
algorithm and other factors.

- Hardware cost: mainly mining machine arithmetic power, speed, power consumption, etc.

- Market factors: cryptocurrency prices, network-wide arithmetic power changes, etc.

- Cost factors: operation and maintenance costs, electricity costs, mine construction and
maintenance, mining machine deployment, labor costs, etc.
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3) Fluctuation of mining methods

On January 3, 2009, Satoshi Nakamoto used a multi-core CPU to mine the Bitcoin Genesis
block. From that day on, the mining industry was born. Satoshi Nakamoto valued a fair
mechanism. The initial mining difficulty of Bitcoin was not too high, and he wanted to give votes
to everyone, so that everyone would have the right to vote. In hindsight, that was his ideal
"golden age", a time of universal participation. Everyone with an ordinary home computer could
participate in mining, and an ordinary CPU carried the faith of the first miners in bitcoin.

In July 2010, a miner took the lead in successfully mining with a personal GPU, opening up a
new era of mining. In fact, Satoshi Nakamoto also predicted that chips with more computing
power would break the previous pattern of manual mining. He called for the drafting of a
"gentleman's agreement" to postpone the arrival of an arms race. In his opinion, CPU mining is
the best option for popularizing bitcoin. But the GPU's superior arithmetic performance has
made miners swoon. From sought-after to unloved, CPU chips took just a few months. Miners
literally pushed the envelope with consumer choices, and GPU miners renewed their faith on
them. As a result, miners defined 2010 as the year of GPU.

In February 2011, the price of bitcoin exceeded $1 for the first time, climbing to $30 by June.
The increasingly high price of the coin spurred the nerves of miners. More computing power
meant a greater return on investment. Urgent market demand fueled the pace of innovation,
and in mid-2011, the first FPGA bitcoin miner appeared on the market, the first professional chip
design for mining. By combining multiple FPGAs in a stack, it could provide exponential mining
arithmetic support.

Due to the large cost investment in the pre-development and production of the miner, a
manufacturer called Butterfly Miner tried its first crowdfunding for a mining machine. But
ultimately, because it could not be delivered by the due date, the butterfly miner eventually lost
badly and became a loser, and the iteration of FPGA miner was in a deadlock. At the same time,
the "butterfly incident" brought a sense of crisis to the industry. It was feared that miners like
Butterfly might achieve a monopoly on arithmetic power and launch a 51% arithmetic attack. In
response, in January 2013, the Avalon team successfully launched the world's first ASIC
supercomputing chip for digital blockchain computing, the A3256, and the corresponding mining
machine, Avalon Generation 1.

The introduction of ASIC miners opened up a new era of competition among chip
developers. A large number of mining machine manufacturers, in a short appearance in the
arithmetic contest before folding, was buried in the dust of history, no harvest. Some of the
more famous ones are: Dove, ASICME, MQH, Dragon Mine, Godfish, 42BTC.
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In the second half of 2013, Baked Cat Mining has launched a number of ASIC-based mining
products, such as 13G blade miner, 10GMini miner, 38G BOX miner. By the end of 2013, Bitcoin
started to grow like crazy, from $207 to $1,149. This was accompanied by a huge increase in
computing power and increased difficulty. The Avalon 2 generation was born, equipped with its
own 55nm ASIC chip, with a 75% increase in arithmetic power compared to its predecessor, and
was feverishly sought after by miners, with the highest price of a single machine at the time
being speculated to 18,000 a piece. In October 2013, a bottleneck occurred in the research and
development of the Bitmain mining machine, which failed to produce the second-generation
chip in time; in January 2014, the third-generation chip successfully developed by Bitmain mining
machine had an explosion problem that was difficult to repair, and 14,000 mining machine chips
were sold out. Because of the serious R&D frustration problem, Baked Cat Miner gradually faded
out of public view.

4) Key factors affecting the development of the industry

- The Matthew effect intensifies: At present, the competitive pattern in the industry has
taken shape, and several industry giants will inevitably continue to expand their business
towards the upstream and downstream, and the degree of monopoly will further intensify.

- Energy consumption of mining machines may become the key to competition: At present,
both ASIC miners and graphics card miners consume a lot of electric energy in the process of
mining, how to reduce energy consumption will be a key factor in determining the life cycle of
mining machines.

- Highly influenced by policy and market side: Cryptocurrencies are all going through a
process from birth to being recognized, and the laws of various countries are constantly being
formulated or improved, and the government's attitude towards the mining industry will have a
huge impact on the industry.
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1.4 The rise of cloud computing power mining

With the growth of cryptocurrency trading, more and more related industries are booming,
and mining, as the upstream link of the industry chain, creates huge profits.

However, as the threshold of the mining industry becomes higher and higher, the industry
drawbacks are also causing users to receive restrictions on their earnings:.

- CPU mining: the earliest mining methods were eliminated after only 3 months or so due to
low arithmetic power.

- GPU mining: GPU has more advantages over SHA256 algorithm and more arithmetic power
but it did not last long.

- FPGA mining: as a semi-custom circuit in the field of application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs).

- ASIC mining: specialized integrated circuits. An integrated circuit specifically designed and
manufactured for mining needs.

- Large-scale cluster mining: the connection of large-scale ASIC mining machine arithmetic
power through technical means to form mining pools and mining farms. Thus greatly enhancing
the arithmetic power.

Taken together, as the difficulty of mining increases, the equipment for mining becomes
more and more professional and the threshold becomes higher and higher! In addition,
traditional mining costs are getting higher and higher: the

- Mining machines, electricity, land resources and other auxiliary equipment to keep the
cost increasing.

- Large mining accounts: have certain capital resources, and can find suitable electricity, and
suitable sites, but the payback cycle is slow, and occasionally cash flow problems.

- Ordinary miners: retail investors have a large population base and want to mine, but have
little capital, do not understand the mining technology, and are very ignorant of the state of the
industry.
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In the context of the industry's great development, and from the perspective of existing
industry development limitations, whoever can provide more efficient solutions to help industry
practitioners get rid of their existing dilemmas can create a whole new ecological space for
mining and crypto digital assets, and this means the arrival of a new era of wealth distribution. In
addition, based on the drawbacks of traditional mining methods, the industry must find a more
competitive mining method if it wants to go further - the core competitiveness of cloud
arithmetic mining (also known as "cloud mining") is increasingly prominent.

1) What is cloud mining

Cloud mining is a number of mining farms sell arithmetic to the public, if you buy their
arithmetic according to the size of the arithmetic and time, you do not need to buy a mining
machine to be able to mine users through the platform to buy cloud arithmetic contract, leasing
arithmetic mining, regular income. The advantage of cloud mining is that users do not need to
understand the principles of mining and various hardware and software, or buy expensive mining
machines, nor do they need to maintain them themselves 24 hours a day, they can participate in
mining by placing a purchase order, similar to the purchase of income rights products. -- This is
often called contract mining (cloud mining).

2) Miner US stands out

The Miner US platform stands out in the context of the industry's big development! From
the perspective of existing industry development limitations, Miner US and the efficient solutions
it offers are expected to help industry practitioners escape their existing dilemmas and create a
whole new ecological space for mining and crypto digital assets. It also provides a safe, stable,
transparent, fair, low-cost and high-yield cloud mining and global digital asset circulation system
for global users.

Miner US is expected to build the world's leading, advanced technology-based ecology for
the circulation of high-calculus mining asset values, allowing global users to develop stably in a
safe, transparent, fair, low-cost and high-yield environment. At the same time, Miner US
underlying public chain is also being actively developed and landed, which will provide global
institutional users with cloud computing technology support with high arithmetic power, high
performance, high liquidity and high convenience in the future, allowing users and institutional
investors to be invincible in the incentive cryptocurrency mining and crypto asset competition!
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Chapter 2

An Overview of the
Miner US Platform
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2.1 A Miner US profile

Miner US is a high-counterpower cloud mining system based on multiple cryptocurrencies
recreated by Miner Us Limited in conjunction with the world's top mining and public chains,
designed to provide multiple ways to invest in cryptocurrencies, DeFi projects, crypto securities
and blockchain technology that are free of the risks and limitations inherent in the industry. The
Miner US core team consists of a team of analysts, engineers, data scientists, operators, and risk
managers who focus on capital management and assist in responsible investments in
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.

Miner US focuses on innovative mining eco-building and continues to provide
cryptocurrency cloud mining services to the world based on Miner Us Limited's existing business
network of quality mining farms, pools, and mining machine computing power resource services
that It covers mining infrastructure, cloud computing product system, multi-currency multi-
system mining, and circulation of high arithmetic mining resources, etc., ultimately forming an
on-chain global mining operation ecosystem based on the Miner US platform.

Miner US aspires to establish the most influential asset circulation platform under the high
arithmetic reward and node consensus incentive model in the future, to build a social structure
of mining ecology (offline mining farms, mining machines, mining pools, online cloud arithmetic
mining, commissioned mining, etc.) interconnection through blockchain + edge computing
technology, to realize the investment, purchase and lease of cloud arithmetic, mining machines,
etc., so that the efficient circulation of value and the hundredfold or thousandfold return of
investment can be realized. We hope to become a bridge linking mining entities and the crypto
world, and to empower the implementation of the future Internet of value.

We hope to realize the interoperability between each independent mining ecology, build a
bridge between each continent, and let human beings know the new world built by
cryptocurrency from a new dimension. Therefore, Miner US will realize the landing of the future
vision through the following key steps.

- Empowering the mining industry to fracture value: Through the cloud arithmetic mining
infrastructure provided by Miner US, the innovative economic model will empower the existing
mining market, allowing the sharing of arithmetic rewards and node rewards to lay a global user
base for the circulation of cryptocurrencies.

- Releasing Coin Rights: Releasing coin rights through Miner US global landing allows
everyone to enjoy exclusive rights to the fruits of their mining labor.
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- Distributed Applications: We believe that the only way to create great new economic
opportunities and new business value for world entities is to integrate Miner US consensus,
nodes, and openness into low-cost global applications. Miner US carries on the core values of
Miner Us Limited and is committed to building a comprehensive financial for the digital native
world platform for the digital native world. We are investing in builders and creators who use
digital assets and blockchain to make the world's financial, consumer and cyber infrastructure
more transparent and equitable. Together, we are designing a new economic paradigm.

- Self-governing communities: We strongly believe in the growing trust that decentralized
forms of community management will be used for the development of the global mining industry.

- Merging Miner US applications with financial inclusion: We believe that for Miner US
applications to grow globally, they should merge with digital monetary finance, and chain
business symbiosis to become a global wealth opportunity.

With the strong support of physical mines, Miner Us Limited, GRAVES DAVID GAVIN and
partner escorts, Miner US will allow every participant to have their own cryptocurrency, and
every participant to get high value returns in Miner US's cloud computing power miners!
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2.2 Miner Us Limited

Miner Us Limited is the parent company of Miner US and continues to inject technology,
talent, capital, business network and other growth drivers into the Miner US platform.

Miner US Limited is headquartered at 55 Hudson Avenue, New York, U.S.A. and was
founded by blockchain and cryptocurrency expert and opinion leader Graves David Gavin. The
company prides itself on sharing its mining expertise with others by providing products and
services that facilitate mining. Miner Us Limited is building on the accumulated resources, capital,
technology and talent capabilities of its existing business network to expand its cloud computing
mining services ecosystem.

Miner US Limited has been deeply involved in the blockchain and cryptocurrency space for
many years in.

- Distributed finance: Miner Us Limited is one of the first companies to study the use of
blockchain technology in the financial field and in the field of distributed finance, far ahead.
Miner Us Limited is committed to providing the general public with the opportunity to enjoy the
financial value contained in their financial assets, and financial business users with the
opportunity to enjoy services at a lower cost, with the operational efficiency of the entire
financial system being greatly enhanced and the cost being greatly reduced.

- Digital Exchange: The cryptocurrency business system that Miner Us Limited has
participated in or developed independently has served more than 200,000 users in more than 80
countries around the world. Relying on its related cryptocurrency exchanges, it provides
cryptocurrency storage and trading for users worldwide. The cryptocurrency storage and
exchange of its related projects can realize the unified management of multiple blockchain assets,
one-stop management, decentralized services, multiple security guarantees, and multi-language
support functions.

- Cross-border payment: Miner Us Limited has been continuously investing, supporting and
incubating relevant projects in the cross-border payment field. Miner Us Limited continues to
promote the borderless circulation of value and is committed to making cross-border payments
more efficient, convenient and secure.

- Digital asset technology application: Miner Us Limited is committed to promoting the
creation of a third blockchain ecosystem beyond bitcoin and ethereum, and expanding the
application boundary and technology boundary of blockchain technology so that ordinary
Internet users can feel the value of blockchain technology.
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- Artificial Intelligence: The company has been deeply engaged in the field of artificial
intelligence for many years and actively promotes the application of artificial intelligence in the
blockchain field. It has now launched intelligent products and services covering multiple
industries, promoting deep applications in the fields of consumer, smart education, smart city,
smart justice, smart service, smart car, smart medical, and operator.

Supported by its core strengths, Miner Us Limited has also gained the attention of giants
and has entered into strategic partnerships with AIBrain, Amazon, Oxdata and Salesforce to take
a leading position in the global cloud computing technology and cryptocurrency space. In
addition, the company has also received support from Interchain Foundation, Binance Labs,
Maven 11, KR1, Signature Ventures, Divergence Ventures, Dokia Capital, P2P Capital, Tokonomy
Cryptium Labs and a number of individual investors.
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2.3 Ecological composition of platform mining

Miner US has built the Miner US protocol based on multiple cryptocurrencies to form a full
process synergy including mining, network, ledger and marketplace.

1) Mining

Any user can participate in the Miner US eco-network as a client, a sharing miner and a
node miner. Sharing miners provide mining arithmetic to the network. Share miners participate
in Miner US by providing their arithmetic power and responding to Pug requests. to become a
share miner, users must pledge collateral proportional to their arithmetic power. A Miner US
responds to a user's Put request by providing their arithmetic power at a specific time. If it
proves invalid or lost, then the Arithmetic Miner will forfeit their portion of the collateral. Miners
are also eligible to mine new blocks, and if they do, the miner receives a reward for mining the
new block and a transaction fee included in the block. Node miners provide data node
verification services to the network. Node miners participate in Miner US by providing the data
needed for a user's Get request. unlike share miners, they do not need to pledge, submit
arithmetic data, or provide proof of arithmetic. Power miners can also participate in the network
as node miners. Node miners can earn revenue directly from customers or from the verified
node market. Each miner will achieve 24-hour coin production.

2) Network

We will refine all users that have full nodes running Miner US into one abstract entity: the
network. This network acts as an intermediary to run the management protocol. Simply put, for
each new block in the Miner US blockchain, the full node manages the available storage, verifies
the collateral, and audits the storage to prove that possible failures have been fixed.

3) Ledger

Our protocol is applicable to multiple cryptocurrencies based on the ledger. For the sake of
generality, we call it a "ledger". At any given time, all users have access to the ledger. The ledger
is appended and consists of a sequential series of transactions, and the Miner US protocol can be
implemented on any ledger running verified interaction proofs.

4) Marketplace

Arithmetic power sharing and node consensus make up two Miner US markets: the mining
arithmetic market and the node consensus market. These two markets are two decentralized
ecologies.
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Users and miners set the price of their orders to request services or provide services by
submitting orders to their respective marketplaces. The platform provides a way for users and
miners to view matching bids and execute orders. If a service request is successfully fulfilled, by
running a management agreement, the network ensures that miners are paid and users are
charged.

5) Diverse system

Miner US offers a lifetime cloud mining plan consisting of different cryptocurrencies USDT
with a wide range of counting power for you to choose from. Using cutting-edge technology, we
provide multi-algorithm, multi-currency cloud mining services.

- Cloud dashboard: view your mining revenue, monthly fees and total arithmetic power via
Miner US cloud-based dashboard.

- Mining service systems: for each blockchain algorithm we offer, we provide some of the
most efficient mining systems available.

- Lifetime hash rate: we offer 150-day and exclusive lifetime plans with extensive mining
capabilities.
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2.4 Supporting service system

1) Wallet Service

In order to facilitate users to realize the management and circulation of mining coins, Miner
US wallet adopts the SPV method, i.e. accessing the wallet through the Web. The wallet adopts
SSL protocol and supports Symantec CA certificate. Meanwhile, the wallet can support cold and
hot wallets.

- Cold wallet: The wallet is suitable for large amounts of mined coins. The public and private
key pairs of the wallet are generated offline, so users can generate any key pair they like, and
after the key is selected, they can provide the public key starting with G to accept large amounts
of mined coins, and keep the private key information starting with S in their own custody.

- Hot wallet: Hot wallet is suitable for small and fast transaction scenarios. Hot wallet keys
are hosted in a way that when a user registers for a wallet account, the private key generated
using the user's payment password pair is encrypted locally on the user's computer via 3DES, and
the encryption result is hosted in the wallet cloud via SSL protocol.

That is, the hot wallet key information transmitted on the network and stored in the cloud
is the user's encrypted data, and the original content of the private key is not accessible to
anyone except the wallet user. When a user needs to sign a transaction, the private key hosted
will be obtained from the wallet cloud server and the content will be decrypted on the user's
local computer by the user entering the payment password. After successful decryption, the
wallet's local program will sign the transaction information with the private key and submit it to
the Miner US network for trading.

The wallet contains two types of assets: native assets and registered assets, similar in nature
to real life wallets with RMB and various cards. The native assets can be used without any trust,
while the gateway registered assets must trust the corresponding assets in order to exchange
value.

In addition, the wallet has a dual-wallet design that enables decentralized storage of
multiple mainstream assets under one software, using the same elliptic curve encryption as
multiple mainstream cryptocurrencies to calculate their respective public keys, and after
base58check encoding, two different addresses are obtained. The same private key is applicable
to multiple mainstream assets in order to manage them safely and quickly.
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2) ID Identification

Blockchain makes it possible for human beings to solve the trust problem by technical
means for the first time ever, which is also the core value of blockchain. The consensus trust
system established by blockchain brings trust to its highest level, a passive trust model. A
complete community is formed through this consensual connection, which we can understand as
a consensus protocol without trust, a free protocol.

The ID representation is the marker of the identity of the Miner US cloud computing mining
community, and moreover, it is the only proof of identity with the ability to pass through the
Miner US project's value trust network. It is like a key that users use to unlock various features
and applications. To a large extent, the only way to truly experience the powerful Miner US
Project Freedom Network is to have an ID.

In the future, the Miner US Project ID will become the virtual identity of the Internet and
serve as a measure of personal value. Depending on the value of the ID, it will be possible to
achieve a sweeping registration-free login on various websites, and higher-value IDs can enjoy
more privileges and services. It can be said that Miner US project IDs will become the anonymous
virtual IDs of the future, widely used throughout the Internet. As an identity in the Miner US
value trust network, ID is a unique transaction address that maintains relational links based on
special transactions between addresses. It forms an expanding network of fractured promotions
that connects Miner US program users more closely together.

As many ID source points as there are successfully activated in Miner US, as many Value
Trust Network veins are born. Each value trust network vein can have infinite layers of linked
relationships. That is, all fission relationships start from these ID source points, and each ID
source point is located at the top of each value trust network vector.
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3) Trading System

Miner US will create an efficient and liquid mining coin trading system to realize the full
process of miner services. It does not store users' mined assets and personal data on servers, but
simply serves as an infrastructure to match buyers and sellers who wish to buy and sell mined
coins. Miner US is more viable than centralized exchanges in terms of transaction process, fees
and core benefits.

- A simple model that primarily brokers transactions and does not host users' mining assets,
eliminating the possibility of exchange monitoring and theft.

- Smart contracts are used to achieve a decentralized and de-trusted transaction mechanism,
which solves the risk of internal operation, business moral risk, asset theft and other risks that
seriously affect the safety of users' assets generated by centralized exchanges due to human
factors.

- The biggest difference between Miner US and exchanges is that all this is done through
smart contracts to achieve peer-to-peer transactions, placing asset escrow, aggregated
transactions, and asset clearing on the blockchain.

- Users' escrow assets can be transferred freely without anyone's approval, and there is no
need to worry about hackers stealing or losing coins, which is a sufficient security guarantee.

4) Lightning Payment Network

The Lightning Network consists of a blockchain-based off-chain transport network that
works on a peer-to-peer (P2P) level, and its availability relies on the creation of a two-way
payment channel through which users can make seamless cryptocurrency transactions. In order
to create a payment channel, both parties need to set up a multi-signature wallet and store some
funds in it, which can only be accessed if both parties provide their private keys. Miner US
supports the Lightning Network to make transactions faster and easier. The Lightning Network
provides Miner US with a scalable micro-payment channel. It greatly increases the transaction
processing capacity outside the Miner US chain.

- Multiple, fast, high-frequency, two-way micropayments are possible if both parties to a
Miner US transaction have a preexisting payment channel on the blockchain.

- If there is no direct peer-to-peer payment channel between the parties, the Lightning
Network can enable reliable transfer of funds between the parties through a strip payment path
consisting of multiple payment channels.
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2.5 Ecological value support

Based on cloud arithmetic mining and node consensus, Miner US will provide infrastructure
for global cryptocurrency circulation and transactions with arithmetic assets and VDF consensus
main chain + overlay PoSt mining algorithm consensus mechanism as the core, realizing the dual
rewards of sharing arithmetic and node consensus, enabling ordinary miners to feel more value
of blockchain technology, and building a brand new blockchain technology supported by public
connection network services and the Miner US mining economic model to support a new mining
ecosystem. In addition, Miner US will have the following behaviors as value support.

1) Cloud computing power to accelerate market support

Miner US will build its own proprietary distributed acceleration service and provide users
with the function of CDN acceleration service built on Miner US protocol, its biggest advantage is
to improve density, reduce power consumption, and the cost per TB is much lower than similar
products.

At the same time, Miner US has an open marketplace for cloud resources. Application
developers, for example, need resources in the form of computing power from cloud providers
to "accelerate" their applications. However, in contrast, they do not benefit from an organized
global marketplace, but rather have a wide selection of providers and competitive pricing.

The fact that each link is controlled by a middleman has caused prices to skyrocket, and that
is the dilemma of the acceleration market today. Therefore, the entire infrastructure must be
changed. Miner US will create the first global marketplace for cloud arithmetic mining
acceleration services. The future decentralized infrastructure and marketplace network of big
data and high performance computing applications, high value datasets and computing
resources will profit on highly transparent, resilient and secure blockchain mining.

2) Wallet Storage Support

Storage users entrust their private keys and digital assets to Miner US wallet management,
and through the "platform endorsement", authorize Miner US wallet to safely manage and save
the assets, which is convenient to access, and the cryptocurrencies that exist in the escrow wallet
can be withdrawn anytime and anywhere, and the escrow accounts can be transferred and
traded with each other without fees and miners' fees.

The Miner US wallet is regulated by the emerging Internet financial market at home and
abroad, and is a compliant and legal wallet platform with a perfect platform ecology.
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3) Mine/Mining Pool Support

Miner US will build modern mining farms in more than 100 countries in America, Europe,
Oceania and Asia, with nearly 100,000 mining machines distributed cloud computing power
supply network, becoming a large-scale global cloud computing power sharing platform. Based
on the strong technical operation and maintenance capability, electricity cost advantage, and
mining incentive model, it becomes the main business platform to support the mining alliance.

4) Arithmetic trading platform support

Miner US will launch an arithmetic trading client based on the arithmetic pools of its own
mining farms to help miners reduce costs and protect mining revenue. Miners can use
mainstream cryptocurrencies or USDT to purchase arithmetic contracts in the arithmetic trading
platform, and the related service fees and charges (including but not limited to trading, hosting,
joining, etc.) will be settled using USDT.

In the future, the arithmetic trading system will also support arithmetic contract trading,
financial derivatives trading and mining machine mall platform, and users can use USDT to
purchase and hold related products. The platform encourages users to use USDT to buy Miner US
series mining machines developed by themselves and hosted to the platform, and they can get
corresponding discounts and generous compound interest.
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2.6 core advantage

From the beginning, Miner US has positioned itself as a mining infrastructure and
comprehensive service platform with the combination model of "blockchain + cloud arithmetic +
hosted mining machine + node consensus + arithmetic sharing rewards", therefore, we have built
an infrastructure system for cloud arithmetic node consensus and arithmetic incentive to form a
high-value We have built an infrastructure system for cloud computing node consensus and
computing power incentive to form a high-value cloud computing power mining network, while
continuously improving the ecological extension system.

We are very active in providing the best services to our investors

- Professional Staff: Our analysts, engineers, data scientists, operators and risk managers
focus on capital management and responsible investment in cryptocurrency and blockchain
technology.

- 24/7 Service: A support staff is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to assist and resolve
any user requests.

- Advantages of cloud mining: Avoid assembling rigs and noisy, hot miners at home. We run
the fastest cryptocurrency mining hardware available.

In addition, to give our platform core competencies, we have built additional ecological.

- Mining infrastructure: The blockchain mining process is also the process of node growth, a
new node-centric form. In order to maximize the vitality and continuous motivation of all nodes,
community nodes are required to have an open and transparent rule system and incentive
mechanism that can be widely recognized by nodes. Therefore, Miner US is a realistic and
feasible solution to build an underlying infrastructure applicable to all mining nodes through the
underlying technology of Etherium.

Nodes can also view and understand the actual operation of different activities through the
characteristics of the public chain, and make decisions for freely choosing to join a node or
multiple nodes. At the same time, the perfect supporting node management means and node
entry tools can make it less difficult for nodes and subjects to participate in nodes. With such
infrastructure and supporting management capabilities, the soil for node mining operation and
development can exist.
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- DAO's value exchange network: Miner US team has many years of experience in blockchain
and cryptocurrency product design, R&D and operation. Miner US team will unite all subjects and
operators interested in node community consensus to form an alliance to promote further
exploration and experimentation of DAO community consensus through collective ability, which
not only can effectively reduce the risk of single subject trying new business model, but also can
rely on organizational strength to consolidate the results and avoid the failure caused by the lack
of single resource factors.

- Business ecology extension: Miner US diversified ecology provides an open value exchange
platform on the one hand, allowing different participants to easily participate in it and share
their power; on the other hand, it also attracts as many partners as possible through the
platform, allowing as many industry users and groups to join it.

In the future, Miner US will be a comprehensive cloud arithmetic mining platform with node
development as the mainstay, improve the Miner US protocol and gradually transition to a self-
owned public chain, open the Miner US incubator, provide an open platform, application market
and other service capabilities for global users, unite application and service developers, and
implement the nodal transformation of multi-industry business with node new power and
tension, enhance the activity of business, and jointly promote the further development of C-
terminal business, so that the expected effect of prosperous node ecology can be realized and
achieved.
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Chapter 3

Architecture of the
mining system
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3.1 Application network architecture

Miner US will provide infrastructure for asset migration channels between heterogeneous
chains, and is a distributed system that interconnects and interoperates with different blockchain
networks through cross-chain protocols, data information, and maintenance of in-chain
transaction details. The system technology architecture of Miner US contains a foundation layer,
platform layer, service layer, and application layer to provide services for the entire ecosystem
from a technical and economic perspective.

1) Foundation Layer

The foundation layer provides the basic support for the network and the Miner US
infrastructure by providing users with services such as cloud computing power and distributed
computing.

2) Core layer

Defines the consensus mechanism, node campaign mechanism, mining mechanism, smart
contracts, and cross-chain protocols with other blockchains, etc., and is the core of the Miner US
network.

3) Platform Layer

Provides the underlying and componentized support for multi-currency mining.

4) Service Layer

Provides acceleration services and convenient development services for internal Miner US
ecosystem or third-party DApps or other blockchain projects.

5) Application Layer

Miner US is an open and fundamental distributed cloud mining network that provides rich
mining application services for on-chain users. These applications cover users' DApps in various
scenarios such as mining, payment, transaction, storage, cross-chain exchange, etc. Miner US will
take the lead in providing users with applications such as wallets, mining, and fund management.
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3.2 Core algorithm

Miner US is based on Docker containers and autonomous underlying architecture, and
derives optimal revenue algorithms for different configurations based on the real-time price of
relevant cryptocurrencies, arithmetic difficulty and other parameters substituted into the
revenue formula. The system automatically identifies the hardware and matches it with the
optimal algorithm, and loads the mining containers with idle arithmetic power according to the
revenue. Through each hardware configuration parameters, and network conditions and other
weighting factors to match the calculation orders, order containers are automatically loaded for
deployment and testing.

For certain application-specific requests, such as requests for fog computing resources with
IO throughput requirements, transmission rate limits, and obvious geographic coordinates, the
system manually adjusts the weight coefficients with intelligent allocation and calls for
computing resources across the network to meet the best experience of the application request.

Miner US's creative container scaling optimal algorithm has the following advantages.

- Low access threshold.

- No security vulnerabilities.

- Free access to exit.

- Only online loading of Docker is required.

- Quick deployment of distributed operating environment.

At the same time, to guarantee the safe operation of the container-based arithmetic
distribution platform, Miner US has developed and designed a five-layer protocol stack.

- Smart contract guarantee mechanism;

- Consensus protocol layer security mechanism;

- Container physical isolation security mechanism;

- Intelligent resource screening protocol to screen suspicious nodes;

- IPFS data layer encryption and node permission control.
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3.3 The algorithm model

For Miner US mining machine mining pool combined with the characteristics of the
application system, an improved algorithm model based on PBFT is proposed, which has the
following features first for other algorithms.

- Dynamic adaptive. The blockchain system is a typical P2P network, the nodes in the system
can join or exit dynamically with the change of the blockchain length, the consensus algorithm
can sense it in time and has better system robustness.

- High efficiency and high throughput. When the node size is expanded, the nodes can
efficiently transfer data among themselves, and can handle higher TPS requests compared to
PBFT algorithm.

- Better fault tolerance performance. Typical PBFT algorithm can only tolerate up to 1/3 of
the nodes' errors, while the Miner US proposed algorithm can theoretically tolerate up to 1/2
Byzantine nodes.

1) Technical advantages of PBFT algorithm

Digital tagging: Miner US's blockchain is designed to keep the player's specific
cryptocurrency, as well as all the transaction records of the cryptocurrency, and give full play to
the tamper-evident nature of blockchain technology to ensure that the data can be stored safely
once it is on the chain. Miner US will also provide a platform for users to query and record all
information about the operation of the mining machine, but will not record sensitive personal
information.

2) Advantages of digital tagging technology

Developer Services: Through blockchain technology, combined with the software tool
development kit developed by Miner US, we provide system developers with complete tools for
revenue solutions, operation solutions, payment interfaces, one-click publishing, account and
virtual asset management. With SDK as the interface, system developers can use the most
familiar language and development environment.

3) Pore Protocol

Users send data to Miner US network, Miner US will track, evaluate and send the data to
miners. Here's how Miner US verifies the retrieval.
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Send

Input.

- Prover Key pair(M,D) the public key generated by the key of the prover for the data
parameter Prover send key Pksend ParameterP, miner's data parameter Date D, miner's

provided data Relation P&D→N

Output.

- A copy of ParameterP of Replice R data.

- DAG Root rt of R generates a directed acyclic hash root PrO of π seed copy distribution

proof for the copy

Procedure.

- Compute the hash value of the data HN:=CH(N);

- Encapsulate R: =seal(N, skM);

- Compute the hash root of R rt:=DAG CH(N);

- 》X:=(pkHN,rt);

- 》W:=(skP,N);

- Calculate the distribution proof of R π msend∶=SCIP.prove(pkseed, X, W);

- Output result R rt π Seed Prove

Input:

- Prove proof-of-distribute key pkPodt data distribution public key. replica R
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- Random challenge C checks for random numbers, representing hash sub-nodes.

Output

- π Podt distribution proof

4) Consensus mechanism algorithm

T: the settlement time of a block cycle.

Random(t) : random number

Ptj : the power of miners in the block cycle.

L: H (Yn) is a hash function L is the length of which

Yn>msn : miner Yn's signature on message msn.

<Yn>msn=((Yn)SIGmsn(H(Yn))))-----1

Mine:Yn

Compute

H(<tlrandom(t)>Yn)*-- ---2

π=<t.r>i

verifier Node: Verfy(m,t,Yn) --- 3

- π is valid signature

- Ptj is Power of Yn at time t

- checkH(m)/
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The miner confirms whether he is currently himself selected as the block out by the above
inequality, where equation 1 expresses the current time of the block out generates a random
number. Based on the time to generate a random number hash, Yn sign the hash value, and then
do hash2 again to divide hash2 by 2 to the Lth power to get a number between 0 and 1.

Expression 2 is the proportion of the computing power of this miner in the whole network,
thus reflecting the fairness of this consensus mechanism. Random (t) is unpredictable. The
computation is not parallelizable and cannot be maliciously manipulated.

Since private key verification is required, malicious miners will not be able to forge other
miners' signatures. Also, the mining process is publicly verifiable. If a miner calculates himself to
be the winner, he needs to submit verification evidence to the whole network, and at any time
the miner's arithmetic power and the hash value of the random numbers he generates can be
verified.
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3.4 Malicious attack prevention and punishment

Each block at that height in the Miner US consensus mechanism has a consensus expiration
date, and if a height exceeds 100, all blocks at that height will be considered expired during the
consensus process, then all new consensus activities on these blocks will be directly ignored.
Therefore, it is impossible to complete several long-range attacks (long-rangeattack) in the Miner
US consensus mechanism, but there is still the possibility of launching a short-rangeattack within
the validity period.

The short-range attacker Attacker tries to forge the A chain to replace the B chain and
become the authority chain when the high H + 1 block has not expired. The Attacker needs to
make the block A1 score higher than the B1. Since multiple shots will be severely punished,
Attacker will inevitably bribe the verifier, otherwise it cannot complete the short-range attack. In
order to demonstrate the security of the Miner US consensus mechanism consensus algorithm,
the following separately analyzes the cost of Attacker to disable different numbers of blocks.

If Attacker wants to make B1, the minimum cost of the figure below, quite a double
payment attack, Attacker is lucky to become the H + 1 height block proposer, then at least need
to bribe 1 / 3 of the verifier in dynasty D0 to make A1 to finality, the minimum cost is 1 / 3 of all
deposits.

If Attacker wants to void B1-B2, assuming that both B1 and B2 have reached finality and the
transactions in the block are effective, in order to void these transactions, two cases are
considered here.
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The first one is shown in the figure below, height H + 1 and H + 2 in the same Epoch, the
same dynasty, so Attacker first needs to bribe one third of the verifier in D0 to make A1 to
finality, then this third of the verifier will be punished and the deposit will be punished. In the
verification of A2, the total overall deposit is only 2 / 3 of A1. At this time, if Attacker wants to
make A2 reach the committ ticket with the same value as B2, it needs to bribe all the remaining
verifiers without cheating, which requires at least 3 / 3 of the total deposit. Even so, A1 score is
higher than B1, and the risk of attack failure is high.

In the second case, as shown in the figure below, the height H + 1 and H + 2 are exactly in
different Epoch, and the dynasties are different, so Attacker needs to bribe 1 / 3 of D0 to make
A1 reach finality, and then bribe 1 / 3 of D1 to make A2 reach finality. One such an attack
requires at least 2 / 3 of the total deposit. In conclusion, launching a short-range attack with two
finality blocks failed costs at least two-thirds of the total deposit.

If Attacker wants to fail B1-B3, as shown in the figure below, Attacker first needs to bribe a
third of D0 to complete finality of A1, then bribe a third of D1 to complete finality of A2, and
finally needs to bribe all of D1 to complete finality of A3, losing at least 4 / 3 of the total deposit.
It will be difficult to complete these attacks, and even if you are lucky enough to do it, the A1
may score higher than the B1, and the attack may fail.
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3.5 Ring signature technology and zero-knowledge proof

technology

Assuming that there are n users, each user Ui has a public key Yi and the corresponding
private key Xi.

Ring signature is a signature scheme that can realize the unconditional anonymity of signers.
It mainly consists of the following algorithm:

Setup (p): a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm (PTA), with input to the security
parameter p, and output to the public key and the private key. For each user, Setup produces a
public and private key.

Sign (S, X, M): After entering the public key of the transaction message M and n ring
members S= {y1, y2 yn} and the private key of one of the members, a ring signature R is
generated for the transaction message M.

Verify (L, M, R): If R is the ring signature of M, output "Yes", otherwise "No". A ring signature
gets its name because a certain parameter implied by its signature constitutes a ring according to
certain rules. In many schemes proposed later, the structure of the signature is not required to
be a ring, as long as the formation of the signature meets the spontaneity, anonymity and group
characteristics, which is also called the ring signature.
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3.6 Support the regular asset thaw function

Users can use some contracts to freeze a part of the assets, and regularly unfreeze them to
the corresponding beneficiary according to the rules, which is applicable to installment payment,
employee incentive, inheritance distribution and other application scenarios.

Functions provide the following 3 types of operations:

Create a periodic thaw contract: specify the asset class and total amount of assets to be
paid for, and in the form of a periodic thaw.

Beneficiary withdrawal currency: the beneficiary takes out the thawed asset.

Initiator to terminate the contract: The Sponsor may terminate the performance of the
contract.

There are two thawing types:

Fixed amount: thaw a fixed number of assets at specified time intervals.

Thawing at a fixed proportion of the remaining amount: thaw at a fixed proportion of the
remaining amount at the specified time intervals. In this way, the more to the less thawing.
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3.7 Technology development and expansion support

Miner US has made a series of innovations in the underlying technologies, operational
concepts and modes, providing complete future application ecological solutions based on Miner
US, which will make the blockchain and cryptocurrency world build an effective communication
bridge with the real business world.

The Miner US system has a high-quality transaction gateway between fiat currency and
cryptocurrency, with super TPS value (transaction speed), which is better than EOS processing
speed. Miner US, the underlying technology used in the application circulation process, is the
most suitable technology to solve the global payment gateway. Miner US is designed to follow
the principle of improving the commercialization degree of crypto digital assets, mainly in the
following aspects:

Fast build applications: In the future, Miner US will provide a lightweight REST API interface,
which can quickly build applications through JavaScript, Java, GO or, Ruby, Python, C #.

Massive user support: The commercial system of Miner US adopts the relational database
and OSS Bucket to show the billing and permission control of massive users.

Quick transaction verification: 3~5 seconds of ledger closing time, through the sequence
mode of the account, can achieve multiple transactions of the same account.

Visual operation and maintenance management: the visual operation management mode
based on the node layer and the Web layer is adopted to visually manage the data, transaction
quantity and transaction data of each ledger consensus.

Multi-party signature technology: it can be applied to the quantitative registration, multi-
person transfer and DAO community management of assets in Miner US platform, and control
the asset security through the signature weight threshold.
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3.8 Technological superiority

1) Full automation

Thanks to the introduction of artificial intelligence technology, smart contracts are no longer
only for the few people who understand computer programming languages. Every user using
Miner US, as long as they input their own mining target and revenue target, Miner US will
automatically generate the corresponding smart contract through artificial intelligence, making
the smart contract truly serve everyone in a high degree of automation.

2) Target calculation

Unlike other PoW type block chain network, Miner US power system will no longer calculate
pure no actual contribution to the society hash value or other encrypted number, Miner US will
be deployed on the chain with artificial intelligence, cloud computing power of the machine as a
auxiliary, or to join the network of artificial intelligence algorithm, through artificial intelligence
to allocate various needs to power rewards, make power used to have real value to the society.

3) Environmental self-inspection

Miner US has the ability to evolve itself and constantly find vulnerabilities in contract
applications. Any transaction or release program conducted on the chain will become perfect
with the help of the platform services, so as to avoid risks and build a more secure blockchain
environment.

4) Intelligent collaboration

Miner US has the ability to handle more complex trading conditions through self-learning
and evolution, making smart contracts no longer limited to handling quantitative conditions.
Miner US's super smart contracts are highly intelligent, which can quantify many qualitative
conditions, so as to deal with more complex conditions, which will greatly improve the
application industry space of smart contracts.
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Chapter 4

Mining solutions
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4.1 Cloud computing force mining solution

According to the market demand, we propose a mature cloud computing mining solution. In
this solution, in the future, we plan to build a cloud computing mining system with high
computing power based on the integration of the independently developed main network and
public chain with 5G and cloud computing.

As mentioned above, the usual process of bitcoin mining is to "buy miners- -deploy miners- -
build miners- -get revenue". However, the deployment of miner is affected by many factors, such
as electricity price, site, temperature, noise, operation and maintenance, etc. These thresholds
require certain conditions and knowledge to eliminate. Therefore, cloud computing capability, a
mining sub-module, arises at the historic moment. Our proposed cloud computing power mining
solution is a remote mining mode. Users buy cloud computing capability contracts through the
platform, lease computing power to mines, and receive regular revenue.

The advantage of the system is that users do not need to have a deep understanding of the
mining principle and various hardware and software, do not need to buy expensive mining
machines, and do not need their own 24-hour maintenance. Users can participate in mining as
long as they place an order to buy, similar to buying usufruct products. We believe that cloud
computing power is the P2P of computing power, and the platform end is related to the usufruct
(assets) of mining machines and individual investors (funds).

1) Miner US cloud computing mining advantages

No need to buy mining machinery, the initial investment is less, low threshold.

There is no need to bear additional risks such as mechanical failure and performance loss,
nor the need to invest in later maintenance costs, and high investment stability.

At the end of the contract, there is no need to deal with the machine, the site, etc., so the
exit is more flexible.

For mine owners, by leasing the calculation right to customers for a price slightly less than
the income from self-run mining for a period of time, they can quickly return cash, pre-purchase
the latest mining machinery, expand the production scale, and make profits in the long-term
market. To some extent, they can also reserve mining machinery at a lower currency price,
transfer risk, and hedge the single risk of their proprietary mining business.
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2) Miner US computing power trading solution

Computing power is a scarce resource of the Internet, and any Internet application should
use computing power. Especially for the future development of artificial intelligence and the
Internet of Things, there is a greater demand for computing power. At present, the typical way is
to buy centralized cloud services such as Amazon and Google, which cost extremely high
computing power services.

In my Miner US cloud computing power mining solution, cloud computing mining connects
to computers through the P2P network to build a computing power trading platform. Mine
owners can rent out the excess computing power for other computing power applications, such
as servers. This not only saves costs, but also brings other additional benefits for the mine. At the
same time, Miner US cloud computing mining connected to computers through a P2P network
will enable application owners and individual users (the "applicant") to rent computing power
(the "supplier") from the built mine. Based on the underlying payment and transfer system,
direct payments can also be made between computing power buyers (requesting parties), sellers
(suppliers), and software developers. Therefore, for mine owners, Miner US computing power
trading solution can quickly recover funds by selling the computing power, and solve the
problem of second-hand mining machine depreciation, killing two birds with one stone.
Meanwhile, the Miner US cloud computing power.
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4.2 Liquidity mining solutions

Both entity mining machine, or cloud calculate force mining, miners to maximize the value,
also need to form a complete set of ecological as support, achieve "currency currency, hold
money income" goal, therefore, Miner US from the actual, provides the liquidity mining solution,
to help miners in addition to mining additional income.

The Miner US mining expansion ecology will be based on the DeFi liquidity mining
model.Since 2020, the DeFi of the market is still hot. DeFi gradually showed that the market
effect caused by the strong financial paradigm began to appear. The mainstream investment also
began to get involved in DeFi, and its circle effect brought more extensive market support.
Liquidity mining in the field of DeFi refers to the process of depositing or lending the designated
token assets in accordance with the mining mechanism to provide liquidity for the capital pool of
the product.

We have developed a liquidity mining protocol. The agreement is based on an agreement
on Ethereum to build a pool of assets based on changes in supply and demand to algorithmically
calculate interest rates. The supplier and borrower of the asset interact directly with the
agreement to earn or pay the floating interest rate. The Miner US liquidity mining that we have
designed can serve as a powerful tool (relative to other methods, such as directional airdrop).

Supply assets: In a peer-to-peer platform, the user's assets are lent to another user. Unlike
the exchange peer-to-peer platform, the protocol summarizes the supply of each user, providing
more liquidity and maintaining the balance of the capital system. Borrowers and lenders can
receive rewards (interest) while circulating the cryptocurrency. At the same time, exchanges can
"settle" balances to adjust incremental agreements or reward users, with the potential to unlock
new business models for the ecosystem.

Bending assets: The Miner US liquidity mining protocol allows users to borrow no money
from a Token as collateral for use anywhere in the ecosystem. Each money market has a floating
interest rate set by market forces that determines the cost of borrowing for each asset. The
assets held by the agreement all have a mortgage factor ranging from 0 to 1, and the liquidity
and value of the underlying assets determine the size of the mortgage factor. The collateral and
times the mortgage factor are equal to the available amount of the user.

Interest rate model: This agreement does not need to negotiate with suppliers, borrowers,
terms and interest rates, but uses an interest rate model, which realizes interest rate equilibrium
based on supply and demand. According to economic theory, interest rates (the "price" of
money) should increase with demand; when demand is low, interest rates should be low, and
vice versa. The utilization U of each market a unifies supply and demand into one variable:
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Ua=

Demand curves are encoded by governance and expressed as a function of utilization. For
example, the borrowing rate may be similar to the following: Borrowing Interest Batea=2.5% +
Ua * 20%. The interest rate earned by the supplier is implicit, equal to the borrowing rate and
multiplying the utilization rate.

Liquidity incentive structure: The Miner US liquidity mining agreement is not liquid. Instead,
it relies on an interest rate model to motivate it. During periods of extreme demand for assets,
the liquidity of the agreement (the token available for withdrawal or lending) will fall; when this
happens, interest rates will rise, thereby stimulating supply and inhibiting borrowing.

By improving ease of use, security and revenue, Miner US will lower the threshold for small-
money users to participate in DeFi. Compared with other DeFi forms, Miner US continues to
innovate product design and mechanism while optimizing the aggregated DeFi product portfolio
to optimize revenue. In the future, Miner US will not only have liquidity mining, but also develop
a diversified service ecology, including financial management, insurance, derivatives, machine
gun pool, asset mapping, etc., to meet the comprehensive DeFi needs of users.
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4.3 The LP Pledge Solution

Miner US LP pledge solution will provide risk hedging for miners' mining, i.e. miners don't
need to worry about risk when the price of the mined coins goes up, because the continuous
increase of tokens means that miners continue to have revenue, but when the price of tokens
goes down, miners need to take some risk, when the miner's mining revenue is lower than the
total cost of time, effort, equipment, electricity, etc., miners will lose money. Therefore, Miner
US has created the LP pledge agreement to hedge the risk.

In the Miner US LP pledge agreement, miners are graded by the risk of the underlying
pledge to achieve continuous financing. The market maker locks the LP Token as a pledge in the
Miner US agreement after the platform has provided initial liquidity, resulting in ongoing liquidity
buying. When a user provides liquidity in Miner US with a large interval, the local currency
denominated value of the liquidity underlying is less volatile.

If the supplier pledges LP Token in Miner US, the pledge will be significantly more risk-
resistant in extreme market conditions, which will also make the booster pool system more
robust: a reasonable risk warning when the token is on a significant rise, and a risk buffer when
the token is on a significant dip. And Miner US will eventually enable high-quality assets to rise in
the long run, and bad assets to gradually decay and be retired.

In the platform, in order to achieve more accurate risk pricing, the risk needs to be graded,
thus forming a fixed income graded fund. In addition to the originator of the project (IP), two
main types of players need to be involved, divided into significant participants (GP) and fixed
income earners (LP). Both types of players will provide ongoing capital input to the project, with
the GP, as the direct investor in the project, will convert the entire principal into project tokens,
while the LP's capital will be used as leverage for the GP to help the project grow in value even
more.

Miner US allows IP pledges of high quality assets, which adds a layer of security for GPs and
encourages large inflows of GP capital. Each influx of GP capital is injected into the Vault to
house the LP's risk reserves and profits. As the volume of Vault capital increases, the willingness
of LPs to invest is gradually amplified.

As follows.

LPw ∝ Vault ∝ IPcol * GPturnover * IPltv
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GPturnover ∝ GPw

Where.

- IPcol is the pledge of IP

- IPltv is the current pledge rate of IP

- GPturnover is the turnover rate of GP

- GPw is the GP's willingness to invest

- LPw is the LP's willingness to invest

- Vault is the reserve

It can be seen that through effective signaling, the underlying assets with less volatile IP
pledges effectively drive LP funding capacity, and LP funding, as the most important link in the
market feedback loop, will have a positive multiplier effect. If the project is a distressed asset, GP
participants will have much higher volatility in the GP's leveraged underlying than in the IP
pledge due to the fact that they have exchanged all of their local currency for project tokens, at
which point the GP may be the first to be liquidated due to the dip in the project asset price.

The remaining GPs would prefer to enjoy the pledges after the IP is liquidated, thus
reducing the turnover rate. This back directly leads to a shrinkage of Vault increment, which
significantly reduces LPs' willingness to invest and thus allows poor quality projects to be
gradually retired.

LPw ∝ IPcol * GPturnover

GPturnover↓⇒ LPw↓

Such transmission mechanism not only enables Miner US to function benignly as a
scavenger of distressed assets, but also transmits a large amount of effective market information
as external feeding data for Miner US risk pricing and provides decision feedback to investors
and liquidity providers.
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4.4 Polymeric mining solution

The core of Miner US lies in the support of liquidity and the aggregated mining model to
achieve ease of user participation, low cost and high yield. While liquidity mining, collateral
lending, pledge mining, and transaction mining can create more vitality for DeFi, Miner US
strictly selects the safest and highest-yielding mining projects on the chain for its users, and
automatically puts the money deposited by users into the highest-yielding mining pools,
distributing the proceeds on a regular basis with rewards as an incentive for users to provide
higher liquidity to the market.

Miner US Aggregate Mining can maximize user revenue, save user mining costs, and provide
high token incentives. Previously, it was difficult for ordinary users to grab the head miner,
whether it was SUSHI, CRV or YAM, which meant that the returns were greatly reduced. For the
majority of retail investors, due to the high cost of mining, they cannot participate, and basically
can only buy in the secondary market, "dig - mention - sell" for the big investors to take over the
plate. In addition, there are some mining projects have loopholes, smart contracts are not
audited, security can not be guaranteed. This seriously undermines user confidence and
motivation to provide liquidity.

The Miner US approach is to automatically aggregate mining through smart contracts and
automate the distribution of revenue, which solves the risk of centralization and the
transparency of revenue distribution. The tokens deposited by users will be deposited into the
pool when they reach a certain size, and the proceeds will be withdrawn to the pool when they
reach a certain size, and users can initiate a request to the pool to withdraw the proceeds to get
the proceeds. The revenue pool will share everyone's mining fees equally, so the cost of fees is
greatly reduced. In addition, it is also possible to staking the proceeds from the pool to get some
additional returns. In this case, users mining basically only have to bear the cost of transferring in
and out tokens, and do not have to bear the high cost of mining.

In addition to aggregating user funds to share the cost of fees equally, another reason why
fees can be reduced is that by aggregating the mining model, the number of wallet calls, consent
agreements, etc. can be reduced. By aggregating mining, the number of repeated wallet calls and
consent agreements can be greatly reduced, and a huge amount of fees can be saved here. In
addition, in order to prevent witch attacks on Miner US, Miner US will have a requirement for
users to deposit funds and time, which is measured according to the product of the two
(Duration=Amount*LockTime). If this product is lower than a reasonable value, the system
denies service or charges a fee in advance.
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In extreme cases, such as large fluctuations in asset prices, Miner US does not earn as much
as the fee, which will generate a loss and make the system inoperable. Miner US obtains the
expected revenue through the prophecy machine and compares it with the Ether fee, and if the
revenue is lower than the fee, it increases the mining cost ratio or extends the collateral token
time.

Miner US access to aggregated LP mining, on the other hand, provides a high-quality DeFi
mining pool, which provides a perfect solution to the problems of DeFi mining such as high gas
fees and cumbersome operation. Users can choose any mining pool to participate and determine
the amount they want to subscribe on their own, and the remaining work is done by Miner US,
which is truly one-click mining and fully beneficial.
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Chapter 5

The Global Team
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With the support of Miner Us Limited, the members of the core technology research and
development team of the Miner US project are mostly from the Silicon Valley technology elite
team, other top blockchain projects and well-known Internet companies. It brings together the
best industry technical experts in various fields such as computer, information security,
communication, mathematics, finance, web development and high-frequency algorithm trading.
At the same time, the team members have market and practical experience in DAPP
development, big data, mining, cloud computing, distributed storage and other aspects. They not
only have strong technical capabilities, but also have excellent scientific research ability, and
have made outstanding achievements in many fields.
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5.1 Core team

GRAVES DAVID GAVIN - Founder Of Miner US Limited. He is well versed in the principles and
implementation of mainstream blockchain technologies such as Bitcoin, Ether, HyperLedger, etc.
He has a deep understanding and rich practice in blockchain consensus mechanism, smart
contracts, cross-chain technology, sidechain technology, privacy protection, etc.

Richard Dobrow - Blockchain software development engineer, responsible for cross-
platform porting of mining algorithms and software development management of mining
machines for Bitcoin, ETH and other virtual currencies. He has accumulated rich industrial
experience in the technical architecture of virtual cryptocurrency wallets and virtual digital
exchanges.

Justin Drake - Research focused on big data parallel computing and distributed algorithm
optimization, with extensive research experience in blockchain, cryptography, and data mining.
He will provide in-depth algorithmic support for the project at the level of blockchain core
mathematical models, AI core algorithms, and big data parallel computing.

Jimmy Lee - His research involves data mining, cloud computing data and algorithm
optimization. Responsible for the project algorithm construction and optimization.

Tony Wong - 10 years of data storage R&D experience. He has worked as the chief scientist
of several big data companies. He is an expert in business intelligence systems and has
authoritative influence in data mining. He has founded his own big data research company and is
responsible for project architecture and solution design.

Maaghul Clinton - Technical developer, Master of Computer Science at Harvard University,
Python language expert, blockchain technology engineer. His research involves data mining,
artificial intelligence and algorithm optimization. He is responsible for building and optimizing AI
algorithms for the project.

Matthew Walther - Program developer, senior engineer of blockchain technology
application, has senior development experience in the field of private social network. He has 15
years of Internet experience, is proficient in many computer languages, and is good at designing
massive and high concurrent available architectures.

Donahue is an expert in blockchain and 5G technologies. He has long been engaged in large-
scale system engineering development and has worked for top international companies such as
Qualcomm. He is a visiting professor of data engineering at Columbia University and a well-
known blockchain scholar.
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5.2 Advisory team

Larry Rosenberger - Mr. Rosenberger holds an M.S. in Physics from MIT and an M.S. in
Engineering from UC Berkeley and served as President and CEO of FICO from 1991 to 1999.
During this time, FICO experienced several years of record growth, rapidly increasing annual
revenues from $31 million to $276 million. from 1999 to 2007, he led FICO's research group
focused on early-stage innovation prediction and decision analysis, with a focus on helping
enterprise customers in the consumer market make better decisions.

Jimmy Clinton - Dr. Jimmy is a leading computer scientist and inventor of the rules
optimization algorithm Rete and decision engine software. in 2002, Dr. Jimmy founded Rules
Power in Boston where he served as Chief Scientist. During this time, he further refined the
Rete2 algorithm, integrating it with relational logic techniques, which led to the development of
the Rete3 algorithm.

Alston Reed - Graduated from the University of Frankfurt with a master's degree in
economics. He has studied macroeconomics and new institutional economics, and has worked in
economics at IBM's Thomas Watson Research Center. He has also been a visiting professor at
Princeton University's Department of Economics, an advisor to the Securities and Exchange
Commission of the Japanese Financial Services Agency, and an advisor to the Japanese Bitcoin
Exchange on business innovation.

Edward Adam Davis - Studied at New York University and Columbia University School of Law.
He is the author of "The Legal Practice of Securing Interest on Chattel Securities" and "The Legal
Risk Management of Private Project Finance". He specializes in M&A financing, mezzanine
financing, securitization, various fund matters, and related practices centered on financial
commodity trading law. He is a legal advisor of Nasdaq Exchange and a financial lawyer of
Deloitte & Touche.
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Chapter 6

Project Operation and
Compliance
Development
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6.1 Community layout

In order to achieve the leading position in the industry, we take the Miner US platform as an
opportunity to build a global community and achieve the goal of aggregating global miners, users,
investors, etc.

1) Community Layout

Miner US will expand globally while laying out 120 communities in many countries such as
Australia, Singapore, Cambodia, Philippines, Hong Kong, China, Thailand, Japan, France, and
South Korea at the same time.

Community is the most important driving force of blockchain development. However, at the
same time, each member or team of the community may have different values and interests. In
addition, there is an irrefutable fact in the blockchain industry: although it has been developed
for more than 10 years, the community and application ecology is still not prosperous enough,
and there is a huge gap with the traditional Internet. In terms of grassroots organization
management logic, whether there is a benign community governance environment and
mechanism is not unimportant for the long term development of blockchain.

Miner US adheres to the concept of decentralization of blockchain technology, and
gradually transitions to a fully autonomous community-based digital asset financing ecology
based on community power and the interests of miners. Share, share and govern together.

2) Community Governance Principles

Miner US's global community building follows a high degree of decentralization and is
carried out through a combination of on-chain and off-chain models. The off-chain governance,
which is the more loose governance model we commonly see, has no strict procedures, no one
has the final say, and the whole process is completely open, and people can express their
intentions in various ways. On-chain governance, on the other hand, has a clear governance
process, with clear rules on when proposals can be made, how to vote, and how to count them
as passed. Because these processes often take place directly on the chain in order to be credible,
they are called "on-chain governance".

Miner US global community's on-chain governance, combined with the off-chain proposal
system, will prosper with the advantage of decentralized autonomy and community governance
in crypto protocols. On-chain governance is based on consensus rule voting, which has some
reference value in setting protocol parameters.
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The consensus rule voting is mainly for Miner US features and bug fixes, which require 75%
of the total number of participants to vote in favor before they can be implemented, and the
consensus protocol voting is mainly for changing Miner US's own functional protocols, etc.

The advantage of the Miner US global community is that autonomy allows the community
to have a full preparation and discussion phase, and the whole process is transparent and visible.
After extensive community discussion it can be put to a vote, anytime, anywhere, without having
to save for a specific meeting time. The result of the governance unites the greatest consensus of
the community and is implemented by the community.
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6.2 Platform landing advantage

Thanks to the advantages of sustainable development and innovative technology, extensive
commercial application, and fine governance, the landing of Miner US is competitive in the
following aspects:

Technology: Miner US has a very mature and strong technical support. It has accumulated
rich industry and technology experience in blockchain, mining, cloud computing power, Web3
protocol, community autonomy and other fields, and has made industry-leading breakthroughs
in the development and application of the underlying technology of blockchain. The Miner US
team is a perfect collection of veterans with years of practical operational experience and
insights into industry development.

Industry resources: Miner US signs strategic cooperation agreements with top projects in
the target industry, providing strong support for Miner US to enter the target scene, so as to
truly promote the actual landing of Miner US application.

Business governance: Unlike general projects, Miner US has a clear and clear strategic plan
for target industries, and continues to empower free, fair and high value ecological prosperity in
the model of autonomous community. Miner US is more focused and specialized with the
distributed features of 5G technology and blockchain technology, decentralization, tamper-proof
and encryption security, and point-to-point transmission value to penetrate the global mining
industry and quickly gain market share.

Fund management: The fund management of Miner US will be lead by the investor
protection fund, strictly abide by the principles of fairness, justice and openness, and take the
development of Miner US as the primary purpose. The investor protection funds ensure the
safety and sustainability of the funds. Miner US will be regularly disclosed to all investors to
ensure the openness of the funds.

Development space: Miner US targets the trillion-level cloud mining market. The
development team develops a sound governance structure to effectively manage the general
discussion, code management, financial management, compensation management, and the
scope of privilege operations to ensure sustainability.

With the support of the core competitiveness, the commercialization logic of Miner US is
clear, each technical link and organization has a strong targeted and logical gene, and on this
basis, many modular and modified technical solutions or mechanisms are put forward.
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6.3 Promote cooperation

In order to drive the growth of Miner US users, we will achieve all-round publicity through
the channels of community, media and exchange.

1) Community

As a community-driven project, Miner US has the value of decentralization in its DNA.

2) Media

With the improvement of Miner US ecology, we will also promote in the global media. For
example, Golden Finance, Non-Trumpet, Coin World, Coin World, Mars Finance, Babbitt, Wall
Street Journal, Yahoo Finance, Google News, Meta, Bloomberg, etc.

3) Star Partners

To help secure Miner US, we have recruited a group of all-star partners from the
cryptocurrency trading, cloud computing applications and DeFi fields to serve as validators for
our network.
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6.4 Compliance construction

With the gradual maturity of the crypto market, countries that have relevant bills will
further improve their regulatory system, and some countries that have not yet enacted bills may
step up their deployment. It is expected that more countries will legislate on cryptocurrencies
and assets in the future to promote the compliance construction of the market. According to
statistics, the current global regulation of blockchain has made good progress. Since 2020,
countries around the world have introduced more than 200 policies in the blockchain-related
field, and industrial development, CBDC and financial regulation have become the main areas of
concern, accounting for 33%, 20% and 17%.

Miner US is open to its efforts to improve compliance and embrace regulation. Miner US will
work with regulators and law enforcement around the world under Miner Us Limited's
leadership. Strive to establish a robust compliance program, including anti-money laundering
principles and tools used by financial institutions to detect and handle suspicious activities, and
have a good track record in assisting law enforcement agencies around the world. Miner US anti-
money laundering will be more stringent than the anti-money laundering done by traditional
banks, implementing new control and regulatory technologies with institutions such as
blockchain security intelligence company CipherTrace, through a number of external anti-money
laundering (AML) audits. At the same time, it has actively cooperated with UNODC and Interpol.

Miner US will also set up a dedicated business security team to study the latest hacking
methods to strengthen business processes. The wallet security architecture for user funds adopts
the separation of cold and hot design, and the private key absolute ciphertext strategy is strictly
adopted in the generation, storage and use of private keys. At the same time, multi-layer security
risk control mechanism is adopted in these links. The KYT strategy can monitor and detect
abnormalities in each transaction.

In the future, Miner US will actively embrace regulation, work closely with global regulators
and law enforcement agencies, and promote the pace of international development and achieve
rapid expansion based on compliance operations.
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Chapter 7

Project Governance
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Ecological governance of Miner US will be done through the Investor Protection Foundation.
As the highest operating organization of the project, the Foundation is committed to the
development, construction, operation and maintenance of Miner US, and to ensure the safe and
harmonious development of cloud mining ecology. To avoid incidents that violate the blockchain
design concept, the Foundation will help manage the general matters and privileges of
community projects by developing a good governance structure and system.

7.1 The organizational structure of the foundation

The Foundation will be established with reference to the operation of a traditional entity
and will have various functional committees, including a Strategic Decision Committee, a
Technical Review Committee, a Compensation and Nominating Committee, and a Public
Relations Committee.

The Strategic Committee is the highest decision-making body of the Foundation. Its main
objective is to deliberate and resolve important decisions facing the community in its
development, including but not limited to.

1) Revision of the Foundation's governance structure;

2) The formation and rotation of the decision-making committee;

3) The appointment and rotation of the Foundation's Secretary General;

4) Appointment and removal of the Executive Director and the heads of functional
committees

5) Review and amendment of the Foundation's bylaws;

6) Decision on the development strategy of Miner US;

7) Changes and upgrades of Miner US core technologies;

8) Emergency decisions and crisis management agenda, etc.
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The term of office of the members of the Strategic Decisions Committee and the President
of the Foundation is two years, and the President of the Foundation may not be re-elected for
more than two terms. At the end of the term, the community will vote for community
representatives based on the consensus mechanism of Miner US in the next generation, and
then elect the core members of the decision-making committee. The elected core members will
make important and urgent decisions on behalf of Miner US, and will be subject to a credit
survey and public compensation during their term of office.

The above important matters are subject to a vote by the Decision-Making Committee by
secret ballot, with each Decision-Making Committee member having one vote and the President
of the Foundation having two votes. Resolutions made by the Decision-Making Committee must
be approved by a majority of all members of the Committee in office. In addition, the Executive
Director shall convene an ad hoc meeting of the Decision-Making Committee within five working
days when one of the following circumstances applies:

- When deemed necessary by the Secretary General of the Foundation

- When more than three-fifths of the members of the Board of Directors jointly propose it

The members of the decision-making committee shall attend the meeting in person. If they
are unable to attend the meeting, they may delegate in writing to other members of the
Committee to represent them. If no proxy is appointed, the member shall be deemed to have
waived his or her right to vote at that meeting.

- Secretary General: Elected by the Strategic Decision Committee, he/she is responsible for
the regular operation and management of the Foundation, coordination of the work of the
subordinate committees, and presiding over the meetings of the Decision Committee. The
Secretary General is the top person in charge of Miner US administrative affairs and provides
unified direction and coordination of the Foundation's daily operations, technology development,
community maintenance, and public relations, and connects each business unit to functional
committees at the governance structure level. The Secretary General reports regularly to the
Decision-making Committee.

- Technical Audit Committee: Composed of core developers in the Miner US development
team, the committee is responsible for making decisions on blockchain technology development
direction, underlying technology development, open port development and review, and
technology patent development and review. In addition, members of the Technical Review
Committee regularly keep abreast of community and industry developments and hotspots,
communicate with participants in the community, and hold technical exchange sessions from
time to time.
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- Compensation and Nominating Committee: The committee is responsible for determining
the selection and appointment of key management personnel of the Foundation. The committee
sets the rules of procedure, evaluates the competency of managers, and authorizes their
appointment. The committee also sets the compensation system to motivate people who make
important contributions to the Foundation. The Compensation and Nominating Committee
conducts regular performance evaluations of all members of the Foundation. It proposes
adjustments to the human resource structure and proposes different incentives to attract and
retain talented specialists.

- Public Relations Committee: The goal is to serve the community and is responsible for
Miner US technology promotion, the establishment and maintenance of Miner US and business
alliances, Miner US participation in collaboration and resource exchange among alliance parties,
Miner US business promotion and publicity, and community crisis communication and social
responsibility. The committee is responsible for regular press conferences, external
announcements of important matters and answers to inquiries, etc. In the event of an incident
affecting the Foundation's reputation, the Public Relations Committee will act as a unified
communication channel and issue authorized responses.

- Supervisory and Management Committee: As a highly independent and autonomous form,
it is set up within the Foundation as an independent supervision and risk control management of
the Foundation's overall operation. The Supervisory and Management Committee provides day-
to-day guidance to the Foundation's legal and compliance departments. At the same time, the
Foundation establishes a transparent and open reporting mechanism, and the Supervisory and
Management Committee accepts internal and external reports directly and takes appropriate
investigation and improvement actions to ensure that the entire Foundation's operations are in
perfect compliance and legal and moving forward within an acceptable level of risk. The
Supervisory and Management Committee reports directly to the Strategic Decision Board and
does not have any conflict or overlap with other functions of the Foundation.

- Other functions: The Foundation has established day-to-day operating departments, such
as human resources, administration, finance, marketing, and R&D (or laboratory) units, with
reference to the institutional structure of the company. The functions are established to
maintain the normal operations of Miner US and to respond directly to interested parties in the
business community.
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7.2 Governance principles of the foundation

The design objectives of the foundation's governance structure mainly consider the
sustainability of project development, the effectiveness of strategy formulation, management
effectiveness, risk control and the efficient operation of the project. The Foundation puts
forward the following principles in the governance structure:

1) The integration of centralized governance and distributed architecture

Although there has always been an argument that blockchain is an autonomous community
system centered on "decentralization" or "distributed", we believe that complete
decentralization may bring about either absolute "fairness" or more "inefficiency". Therefore,
the foundation will still absorb some core ideas of centralized governance in the management
structure, including the highest decision-making power of the strategic decision-making
committee and the centralized discussion power of major matters, so as to improve the
efficiency of the entire community operation.

2) Functional committees and functional units coexist

Under its daily affairs, the Foundation will have permanent functional units such as research
and development, market development, operations, finance and human resources departments
to handle current matters. At the same time, professional functional committees are set up to
make decisions on the important functions of the foundation. Unlike functional units, functional
committees exist in virtual structures where members can come from the world and do not need
to work full-time. However, they must meet the requirements for the expert qualifications of the
Commission and be able to commit to attend and give their views when the Commission needs
the meeting. Functional committees will also set up a system of regular meetings to ensure the
effective promotion of major decisions.

3) Risk-oriented governance principles

Risk management will be set as the first important element in the process of research and
management of the strategic development and decision of the project. As a computer
technology with great transformational significance, the development of blockchain is still in its
embryonic stage, so it is particularly important to grasp its development trend. The principle of
risk management is to ensure that when the foundation makes important decisions, it fully
considers the risk factors, risk matters and their possibility and impact, and makes corresponding
coping strategies through decisions. So as to ensure that the development and iteration of Miner
US project is on the right path.
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4) Technology and business coexist

The Miner US project adheres to the close combination of technology and business to
promote the landing of cloud mining. The establishment of the foundation also follows this
purpose. Even if the foundation exists in the form of a non-profit organization, the foundation
hopes to maximize the recognition of the business world, win the benefits of commercial
applications, and feed back to the foundation and the community to further promote the
development and upgrading of the foundation and the Miner US project.

5) Transparency and supervision

Referring to the governance experience of the traditional business world, the foundation
also plans to set up a special supervision and reporting channel. By the strategic decision
committee designated personnel as the window, community participants are welcome to
participate in the management and supervision of operations, and be able to report quickly and
confidential "discovered matters". These matters include, but are not limited to: new
breakthroughs or recommendations that have a significant impact on foundations or blockchain
technology, issues with community operations, crisis information, reporting of fraud or fraud, etc.
The foundation will publish a unified information collection window and ensure the privacy of
the reporters' information. At the same time, the foundation has also passed.

7.3 Risk assessment and decision-making

As an innovative technology, blockchain is not only a disruptive breakthrough in the core
computer technology, but also an innovation in an industry field. Therefore, the importance of
the risk management system is self-evident.

The Foundation specializes in building a risk-oriented and sustainable blockchain community.
The foundation will conduct ongoing risk management of its operations. Including the
establishment of the risk system, risk assessment, risk response and a series of activities. For
major risks, the strategic decision-making committee of the foundation shall discuss and make a
decision.

The foundation will make decisions according to the characteristics of the events, such as
the impact degree, scope, the probability of occurrence, and make decisions according to the
priority. It will organize the relevant committees of the foundation to make decisions as soon as
possible.
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Chapter 8

Disclaimer
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Nothing in this white paper constitutes legal, financial, commercial or tax advice and you
should consult your own legal, financial, commercial or other professional advisors before
engaging in any activity related to it. Platform staff, project development team members, third
party development organizations, and service providers are not liable for any direct or indirect
damages or losses that may result from the use of this white paper.

This white paper is for general information purposes only and does not constitute a
prospectus, offering document, offer of securities, solicitation of investment or any offer to sell
any product, item or asset, whether digital or otherwise. The information below may not be
exhaustive and is not meant to have any element of contractual relevance. The White Paper
cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information and does not guarantee or
undertake to provide a description of the accuracy or completeness of the information. To the
extent that this White Paper contains information obtained from third parties, the Platform and
the Team have not independently verified the accuracy and completeness of such information.

In addition, you should be aware that the surrounding environment and circumstances may
change from time to time and that this White Paper may therefore be out of date and the
Platform is under no obligation to update or correct the content and documents relating thereto.

No part of this White Paper constitutes and will not constitute any offer by the Platform, the
Distributor, and any sales team (as defined in this Agreement), nor may the content stated in the
White Paper be relied upon as the basis for any contractual and investment decisions. Nothing
contained in this White Paper is intended as a representation, promise or guarantee of future
performance. By accessing and using this White Paper or any of its contents, you are providing
the following warranties to the Platform, its affiliates and your team.

- You have not relied on any stated content in this White Paper in any decision to purchase
assets;

- You will voluntarily assume the costs and ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory
requirements and restrictions (as applicable) that apply to you;

- You acknowledge, understand and agree that the assets may not have any value, are not
guaranteed and do not represent any value or liquidity attributes and may not be used for
speculative related investments;

- Neither the Platform nor its affiliates nor team members are responsible or liable for the
value, transferability, liquidity of the assets or any market in which Miner US items are offered
through third parties or otherwise;
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- You acknowledge, understand and agree that you will not be eligible to purchase any asset
if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise relevant), resident or green card holder of
a geographic region or country that meets the following conditions.

- The sale of assets may be defined or construed as the sale of securities (however named)
or investment products.

- Countries and territories where access to and participation in the sale of assets is
prohibited by law or where assets are prohibited by law, policy, regulation, treaty or
administrative regulation.

The Platform and the Team do not and do not intend to make any representations,
warranties and undertakings to any entity or person and hereby disclaim any liability (including,
without limitation, the accuracy, completeness, timeliness and reliability of the contents of this
White Paper and the contents of any other materials published on the Platform).

to the maximum extent permitted by law, the platform, related entities and service
providers disclaim all liability for any damages, whether non-direct, special, incidental,
consequential or otherwise, arising out of the use of the content of the white paper, related
materials published by the platform and related content presented in other forms (including,
without limitation, any errors or omissions in the content) ( including, without limitation, any
liability arising from any resulting breach of contract or negligence, any loss of revenue and
profits, and loss of use aspects and data). Prospective purchasers should carefully consider and
evaluate all risks and uncertainties (including financial, legal and uncertainty risks) associated
with the sale, platform, distributor and team.

The information provided in this white paper is for community discussion only and is not
legally binding. No person is obligated to enter into any contractual and binding legal
commitments in connection with the acquisition of Miner US, other than that no virtual currency
or other form of payment will be accepted in this white paper.

The agreement for the purchase and sale of assets and the long-term continued holding of
assets is subject to a separate set of terms or a purchase agreement with related terms and
conditions, as the case may be, which will be provided to you separately or can be obtained from
the website. In the event of any inconsistency between these Terms and Conditions and this
White Paper, these Terms and Conditions shall prevail. Regulatory authorities have not reviewed
or approved any of the information set forth in this White Paper and there is no provision in the
laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction that requires or will require such.
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The publication, distribution or dissemination of this white paper does not imply that the
requirements of applicable laws, regulations or rules have been fulfilled and complied with. This
is a conceptual white paper to describe the visionary development goals of the Miner US
program to be developed. This white paper may be revised or replaced from time to time. There
is no obligation herein to update the white paper and to provide additional information to
audiences beyond the scope of the contents of this white paper.

All statements contained in this white paper, press releases and publicly accessible
statements and oral statements that may be made by the Miner US program team may
constitute forward-looking statements (including statements of intent with respect to, among
other things, confidence and expectations regarding current market conditions, business
strategies and plans, financial condition, specific provisions and risk management decisions).
Please be cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements as they
involve known and unknown risks, risks of uncertainty and multiple other factors that could
cause actual future results to differ materially from those described in these forward-looking
statements and it should be noted that there is no independent third party to review and judge
the reasonableness of these statements and assumptions. These forward-looking statements
speak only as of the date indicated in this white paper, and the Platform and the Miner US
project team expressly disclaim any liability (whether express or implied) for consequences or
events arising from and resulting from revisions to these forward-looking statements after that
date.

The use of any company or platform name or trademark herein (other than in connection
with the Platform or its affiliates) does not imply any association with or endorsement by such
third party platforms and companies. References to specific companies and platforms in this
White Paper are for informational and illustrative purposes only.


